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A Message for March 2022
A Month for Reframing
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We come to you as you are
now moving into new parameters in your life. Different aspects of your life, different
ratios, where you are seeing the imbalance in the third dimensional realm. Seeing the
imbalance of power, the imbalance of aspects of the world that no longer make sense to
you. There is a great imbalance in the world. Now you are seeking balance in your world.
Seeking balance between the masculine and feminine energies because there is a
disproportionate ratio of the masculine and feminine energy.
What you see transpiring in your world today are disproportionate actions of the
masculine energy as aggression, the old aspect of the masculine energy. What you are
seeing portrayed in the world today is what has been labeled as the masculine energy as
an aggressive energy.
What is transpiring in the third dimension right now is an over action of the masculine
energy. It is a great aggression of the masculine energy that is being portrayed in your
world right now. It is now about moving in balance of that of that energy.
As you move out of your month of February into your month of March in your year of
2022 you are seeing the over imbalance in the world. The over imbalance within your
self as it relates to the world.
We ask you to look at where you are imbalanced in your life. And seeing how the world
outside of you is imbalanced that needs to shift and change. We have been telling you
from time to time seeing what is transpiring in the world and how it affects you in the
depth and breadth of your heart space. Also what it is bringing up inside of you. What is it
bringing up in the depth and breadth of your heart space? Is it opening your heart space?
Are you moving to greater levels of compassion for those outside of you?
What you are seeing in your third dimensional realm, what is being portrayed and played
out is imbalance. And the portrayal of the old aggressive masculine energy being
portrayed in the world outside of you, moving into dominance and power.
As you move into your month of March what is important to see is transition. Transition
into the depth and breadth of your heart space. Transition into a new level of compassion
which is the definition of your feminine energy.

You are seeing over aggression or the aggressiveness of the old masculine energy in the
world outside of you. As you see it being portrayed in the world, what is transpiring within
you? Are you opening up to a new level of compassion in the depth and breadth of your
heart? When you look at what is transpiring in the world and see it, ask your-self, how
does this make me feel? What is transpiring within me?
It is not so much what I need to do about it, it is how do I feel about it and what is it
bringing up inside of me where I can take action based upon compassion and love.
As you look at what is transpiring in the world, it is triggering many aspects of the self.
You are seeing many aspects of the old self as you look at what is being played
out in the world, the illusions of the third dimensional realm.
As you move into your month of March, ending the first three months of your year of
2022, a three month period of navigating the world outside of you, what you are seeing is
a catastrophic aspect of the third dimensional realm being portrayed in front of your eyes.
It is about looking at that and see how it is affecting you. As well as opening in the depth
and breadth of your heart space and seeing what is transpiring in the world that is in
divine order and the divine plan of the universe. To see how this is affecting you and
everyone around you so you can move into a greater depth of collective consciousness.
See where it may be triggering your aggression, perhaps the old aspects of the masculine
energy. See if it is triggering the aggressiveness of you so you can move into that and
redefine and reframe the masculine energy inside of you because this is what is most
important at this time. See what is transpiring in the world outside of you and how it is
affecting you and your human kind.
Your month of March is a period of reframing your old belief systems. Reframing the old
definitions of the masculine and feminine energy. Reframing the need for the balance of
the masculine and feminine energy in the third dimensional realm outside of you. Is it
about aggression? Is it about aggressiveness? Or is it about assertiveness?
What you are seeing portrayed to you in the world outside of you is over aggressiveness,
over aggression to take over, over aggression to prove oneself. We ask you, how is this
affecting you in the depth and breadth of your heart space. What is activating inside of
you? Is there an over excitedness, an over aggressiveness that is concerning you?
When you look at all of this, is your heart opening up to a greater level of compassion? Is
there an imbalance of the masculine and feminine energy inside of you?
This perspective of the Archangelic Realm of Michael is looking at imbalance. Imbalance
in the world outside of you and within you. And now finding the need for a new collective
consciousness. Yet firstly looking at the imbalances inside of you with the masculine and
feminine energy because you are seeing the imbalance in the world outside of you. It is
the need to prove oneself.

So as you move into your month of March it is about reframing in many ways the order of
the world, reframing and looking at the world order. Thus reframing the order within you,
the order in your soul family, reframing the order of the collective consciousness. But also
look at what is transpiring in the world outside of you and see what needs to reframed.
What is transpiring in the world outside of you is an over aggressive behavior of
dominance and control. We ask you, how does this make you feel? What is transpiring
inside of your self as it pertains to what you are seeing in the third dimensional realm
outside of you. Simply ask, does this resonate or doesn’t it?
It is not so much about what you need to do where this is concerned. That will transpire
naturally and organically within you. Once again is what am I being and who am I being?
It is now time to look at what is transpiring in the world outside of you and see how it is
affecting you. What is transpiring within you? What is being triggered and activated within
you? For this is the main message and the main purpose of this energy from what you call
the Archangelic Realm of Michael.
What is transpiring in the world outside of you is infecting and affecting each and every
one of you who inhabit your entire third dimensional realm. It is infecting your entire
realm of consciousness. It is being illustrated graphically the aggressive nature of the toxic
masculine energy. What that in effect is doing is raising the awareness and consciousness
of your entire planet. It is affecting and awakening your third dimensional realm. Your
month of March is also a period of great awakening. You are seeing how what is
transpiring in your world is affecting and getting the attention of your entre planet.
Immerse your self in this. Not in the drama of what is transpiring but how it is affecting
you. If each and every one of you on a global stage allow this to affect you then you can
begin to create a new collective consciousness.
As you move through your month of March allow this to affect you. Immerse your self in
how this is affecting you. Immerse your self into the feelings that are being triggered.
Immerse your self into what is being activated. Immerse your self in how this is affecting
you because it is affecting each and every one of you in the third dimensional realm. This
is also transpiring in your world right now.
It is most important to understand that We see all that is transpiring. We see how it is
affecting each and every one of you. We come to you for support and guidance as to how
it affects you. To help you, support you and guide you through it. In the microcosm of
your own life and the macrocosm of the third dimensional realm you have chosen to
incarnate in the human form.
Allow it to affect you. Allow everything to affect you.

